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c/o Kelly White & Associates
Insurance, LLC
P.O. Box 6340
Jacksonville, FL 32236

Happy New Year!
I would like to start
by welcoming a new member to your Board as a result
of our Annual Meeting.
Mike Konjanovski from Deco
Boat Lifts has been voted
into the position of Tampa
Bay Chapter Director. I am
looking forward to working
with him during the upcoming year on the Board. He
will be replacing Alycia
McGlone, however Alycia
will continue to assist the
board with non-profit rules
and procedures. On a parting note I wish to announce
that Lori Sousa from Dealer
Risk Services has departed
our Board as well, after
many years of exceptional
leadership. I have had the
pleasure of working with Lori
for the past 3 years on the
Board and can say unequivocally that she has
contributed a lot to the organization and the membership during her tenure on
the Board. She will be
missed during Board meetings (but that doesn’t mean
you get out of consultation
calls, Ms. Sousa!). Lori has
held the position of Treasurer. That position will now
be absorbed by Kelly White
of Kelly White & Associates
Insurance who also holds
the position of Second Vice
President. Your current
Board of Directors is as follows:
Members at Large/Officers

•

President

Dave Lowell, Ram Marine
Services, Inc.

•

Vice President

Casey Cass, Ferriera Construction

•

Second Vice President

Kelly White, Kelly White &
Associates Insurance

•

Secretary

Don Ernst, Kool Coatings

•

Treasurer

Kelly White, Kelly White &
Associates Insurance

•

Past President

John Loftis, Loftis Marine
Division
Directors

•

Central Chapter

Rick Fender, Fender Marine
Construction

•

First Coast Chapter

Mark Hayward, Hayward
Construction Group

•

Panhandle

Bryan Ball, Fisher Brown
Insurance

•

South Chapter

Debbie Sahlberg, Advanced
Waterfront Technologies

•

Southwest Chapter

Ron Paluck, Shoreline Lumber

•

Tampa Bay Chapter

Mike Konjanovski, Deco
Boat Lifts
During the Annual
meeting we announced
some goals for the upcom-

ing year. Those goals are:
establish what benefits
members would like and
implement reasonable requests; get members more
active in order to promote
them to the Board – contractors in particular; increase
membership by 20%; explore lobbying activities;
redo bylaws and create policy and procedures manual.
So, with those in
mind, I encourage each and
every one of you to: provide
input to the Board on reasonable benefits you think
the Association can provide,
take a more active role in
the association since it is
membership driven, seek
out new members to join,
and, when it comes time to
renew your membership
take the extra step of donating additional funds beyond
your dues to benefit our
lobbying efforts.
I will add that the
member who brings in the
most new members for the
year, will be eligible to win
the Golden Anchor award.
I also encourage
every one of our contractor
Continued page 3

Officers and Committee Layout
President Dave Lowell
Dave.Lowell@myfmca.org

FMCA Chapters

941-716-4789
Vice President Casey Cass
Casey.Cass@myfmca.org
772-286-5123
Second Vice President Kelly White
Kelly.white@myfmca.org
904-880-8881
Treasurer Kelly White
Kelly.White@myfmca.org
904-880-8881
Secretary Don Ernst
Don.Ernst@myfmca.org

Regional Directors

912-667-8702

Central (aqua)

Past President John Loftis

Rick Fender 407-481-2750

John.Loftis@myfmca.org

Interim Chairman

850-934-0530

Rick.Fender@myfmca.org
COMMITTEE'S AT LARGE
First Coast (purple)

1. Enforcement, Environmental & Regulation

Mark Hayward 904-886-7122

Dealing with all of the local & statewide issues that
surface. Example; Manatee, Smalltooth Sawfish, Sturgeon, Government Affairs, Legislative Action.
Working with Lobbyist for specific issues. Permitting, etc. Permitting, License & Insurance Enforcement. Dealing with moving forward the Enforcement initiative. Addressing specific related issues.
Getting counties on board with Work. Comp. requirements. Educating and working with the state in
relation to Work. Comp. & Licensing Enforcement. (This committee could split up into two committees
down the road once we have participation. One could be just "Enforcement" and the other be
“Environmental & Regulation" Committee.

Mark.Hayward@myfmca.org

Panhandle (tan)
Bryan Ball 850-602-1186
Bryan.Ball@myfmca.org

South

(white)

2. Public Relations/ Website

Newsletter

Debbie Sahlberg 772-419-5844

Rick Fender rick@FenderMarine.com

Don Ernst

Debbie.Sahlberg@myfmca.org

Fender Marine Construction, Inc.
www.FenderMarine.com

www.koolcoatings.com

407-481-2750 Fax 407-481-8850

912-667-8702

Southwest (pink)
Ron Paluck 239-267-6857
Ron.Paluck@myfmca.org

don@koolcoatings.com

Kool Coatings LLC

Fax (912) 786-9789

3. Legal Affairs
Kelly Zufelt White 904-880-8881 James Charles , Rick Fender
Kelly.white@myfmca.org

Tampa Bay

(blue)

Mike Konjanovski 727-639-1845
Mike.Konjanovski@myfmca.org

4. Legislative Committee: John Loftis, 850-934-0530 John.Loftis@myfmca.org
5. Professional Development Education, training, CEU's development, testing, mentoring programs, workshops, obtaining consultants for related items.
6. Fundraising - Financial Planning & Raising Capital!! Develop fundraising idea's.

7. Membership— Obtaining and retaining membership
FMCA IS A FLORIDA NOT FOR
8. Website— Soliciting membership for a chair.
PROFIT ( C) (6)
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS: Time to get involved, please email any board member to request a chair
CORPORATION.
position or just get involved with your association.
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Chapter Updates
Central Florida Chapter
Rick Fender, Cloud 9 Services, Chapter Director

6006F- The Mystery
by Rick Fender, Chapter Chair
Central Florida

For that last several years since the
new 6006F workers compensation code
was developed by NCCI with help from
your Florida Marine Contractor’s Association, I have struggled with who is
required to carry the coverage and
when the coverage applies. If I am confused about it perhaps some of you are
as well. Two of the major problems that
I face in the marine construction business are unlicensed activity and uninsured or underinsured activity. Not
only are lay persons such as homeowners and business owners unaware of
these issues and the exposure to liabil-

(Presidents message continued from
page 1)
members to become a state certified
marine contractor. In addition to being
beneficial to your company, it will help
lend greater credibility to this organization. We are already highly regarded by
the Florida Department of Environmental Protection and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. They consult us
regularly on their procedures and regulations. Having a higher percentage of
our membership state certified will present more reason for these regulating
entities to seek us out when making
decisions.
We have a great opportunity
for your company to take advantage of.
The FMCA now will publish jobsite photos of our membership on our web
page, FOR FREE!! Please contact Rick
Fender, our Website Manager about
this. This not only lends itself as a
member benefit, but can help increase
your company’s search engine optimization as well.

ity that they face but I have found that
many city and county governments as
well as insurance agents and carriers
are unenlightened as well.
My most recent frustration was with an
Orange County city that did not require
6006F on a weir/sheet pile and revetment job they had for bid. Their reasoning was that it was on a non-navigable
waterway. My mistake was stating to
the City that the work required United
States Longshore and Harbor Worker’s
Act insurance. Then the City called their
carrier who said the USL&H was not
required. I called the City’s Loss Prevention Department and discussed this
with them. They said if I had additional
information for them, they would consider it.

CONTINUED PAGE 11

Lastly, it is my great pleasure
in announcing this year’s winner of the
Ed Day Award. This award is given to
members who go above and beyond in
their dedication to the organization. It is
a very high honor to receive this award
as it is the highest award available
within your association. This year’s
winner of the award goes to a person
who has really stepped up to the plate
during difficult times. I have worked
with this person quite a lot over the past
few years and have been very impressed by his resourcefulness and his
resolve. He has the betterment of your
organization at heart with his efforts. I
am very pleased to see this awarded to
your Past President, John Loftis of
Loftis Marine Division, Inc. Congratulations, John! It is well earned.
I wish everyone a great year
ahead of you!
Respectfully,
Dave Lowell
President, FMCA
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Information Corner
AIS Update
By Kelly White, Kelly White Insurance
The Automatic Identification System (AIS)
regulations changes will impact a large number of boats. Approximately 17,000 new AIS
installations will be required. Of course, this
is divided amongst workboats, cargo vessels,
tanks, ships, and commercial fishing boats.
In the past, workboats that didn’t operate
inside Vessel Traffic Service areas were exempt. This will no longer be the case by the
end of this year, due to the fact that the new
rules will include U.S. navigable waters.

Self-propelled commercial vessels over 65’
and towboats or tugs 26’ and longer with 600
hp or more will also have to have an AIS installed. Of course, other vessels are affected
as well. Commercial boats carrying 50 passengers or more, or 12 passengers and have
the capacity to exceed 30 knots, will also
need the AIS transponder. Whereas, right
now, only passenger boats carrying more
than 150 people are required to have an AIS
on board.

Workboats included in the AIS rule changes
that were exempt include dredges operating
near a shipping channel and vessels “moving
or carrying certain dangerous cargoes.” Of
course, there will be some exceptions, such
as a vessel confined to a shipyard or bank-tobank ferry service.

Currently the required system will cost approximately $1,000 and the systems aid with
navigation.

Please contact your local Coast Guard for
more information on how you may be affected directly.
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Business Corner

What’s Yours is Mine Now
By Dave Lowell

President, Ram Marine Services, Inc.

If you are like me, your company is probably exposed to many varieties of theft and vandalism. I have had theft happen in
many ways over the years. While it is important to trust people – and we must, in order to be moderately efficient – it is prudent to
not trust people too much.
With regards to theft, I have learned that most things are ‘honest man’s locks’. In other words, if they really want it then they’ll
get it. But most theft occurs because we made it easy for the dishonest people. Taking that into account here are some thoughts
and ideas. This is certainly not a comprehensive list, it is merely meant to compel you to review your procedures.

•

Try to leave lumber banded until the last minute at jobsites.

•

When mooring your barges in public areas use a removable walk plank so that an individual would have to get wet to get on
the vessel.

•

Don’t leave your vehicles unlocked at the jobsite during the day or overnight at the yard.

•

Use locks on your trailer ball hitches (even when hitched to the truck). It isn’t a bad idea to keep a locked cable run through
the wheels.

•

Lock movable equipment such as generators or pumps to your vessels and trailers.

•

Lock outboards to your vessels.

•

Monitor gas usage in fuel cans.

•

Don’t leave aluminum and copper products in plain view at your jobsite or your workplace.

•

Change your gate locks, in addition to any other locks, you have shared keys with past employees, even if the keys are returned by said employees, since it is very inexpensive to duplicate keys.

•

If you have corporate credit cards that you use online, have separate card numbers specifically for online purchases in case
they get compromised.
Additionally, I recommend that you document the serial numbers of your equipment. You should also make an effort to etch
your company name into them. Take pictures of them. I spoke with one marine construction company that was professionally hit
(swooped in with semitrailers and took heavy machinery and small equipment) and they got into a tussle with their insurance company trying to prove all their losses. Contact the authorities immediately, regardless of whether you file an insurance claim it is
good to let them know so they can keep an eye out for your stuff – and it helps build rapport with your local law enforcement.
You will never escape from being ripped off. You will always feel angry when it happens. The only thing you can do is to make
it a little more difficult for them to get their way. Most criminals aren’t that bright or ambitious. They only need a little deterrent to
help them move on to the next culpable target. Give them the warning signs they need and you will go for longer periods between
having your wallet lightened.

Contractors & Personally Insured Vehicle’s
By Karin Gilley, Kelly White Insurance
If you are using your personally insured vehicle in the course of the business operations to try to save money on insurance cost,
then LISTEN UP!
PLEASE BE AWARE: If you are using your personal vehicle for business use and you have an accident, no coverage will be provided under the personal auto policy and your policy will be cancelled. In addition, you could possibly face misrepresentation/fraud
charges, SR-22 State Filing will be required for 3 years and you will be personally responsible for any and all damages.
To ensure proper coverage is in force at the time of any accident, please make sure you are insured under a Commercial Auto
program and you should discuss signage on your vehicle, if any, with your agent as it may change the programs that are available.

Workers Compensation & Experience Modification Factors
By Kelly White, Kelly White Insurance
We have received notice from the National Council on Compensation Insurance that a rate increase has been approved in Florida to be effective 1/1/2012. 6006F will increase to 15.99 before discounts. Other rates have changed as well. The rates are still
considerably lower than years past. The experience modification factors have shown a steady increase over the last couple of
years as well. When you receive your experience modification worksheet, be sure to verify the information that is contained in it.
Open claims and claims with lost time injuries have a more significant effect than small and/or closed claims. Returning employees
to light duty work while they are going through treatment can help reduce the lost time injuries. As a consumer, you need to stay in
touch with your claims adjuster for any ongoing claims. The sooner the claim can be closed the less impact it will have on your experience modification factor. I suggest requesting loss data from your carriers to verify the amounts paid are correct on the worksheet as well.
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First Coast Chapter – Update
Kelly White for Mark Hayward
First Coast Chapter Director
Hayward Construction Group
First Coast Chapter is working with Department of Environmental Protection to hold a mini-expo at the DEP office in Jacksonville sometime around February or March 2012. DEP would like to have tabletops filled with FMCA vendors that have products that have a reduced impact on the environment.
The intent: DEP can guide the contractor’s through the permitting process and explain how the particular products that are available can
help the permit process while also helping the environment! Not only will this benefit our vendors, it could possibly speed up the process
for contractors working in aquatic preserves and other environmentally sensitive areas.
More information will be forthcoming once the dates are finalized with the DEP. In the meantime, if there are any vendors that would be
interested in participating, please contact me direct at 904-553-5189 or 904-880-8881. If you know of a non-FMCA vendor that may be
interested in joining the association and participating, please have them contact a board member immediately for assistance.

Brazilian Exotic Wood Facts
by Morvan Perez, Arti-Plac Wood USA LLC
IPE (Brazilian Walnut)
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS: Light rose-brown to yellowish-brown heartwood turning dark red when exposed
to sunlight, very distinct from the outer layers, which are lighter in color. Light graining, average texture, moderate
brilliance, no aroma and slightly sour taste.
DENSITY: Heavy wood, with a density at 12% moisture content, of 1,050 kg/m3 and green density of 1,300 kg/m3.
DRYING: Easily air-dried. When well stacked, dries quickly and free of defects.
WORKABILITY: Average planing resistance, easy to sand and excellent for turning and drilling. Good finish.
DURABILITY: Very durable, high resistant to insects and fungus, also fire retardant with the same specs of cement.
TREATMENT: The obstruction of pores by resin-based oils makes the wood impermeable to preservatives, even
under pressure.
USE: Interior construction, musical instruments, doors, window frames, decks and others.

Tigerwood (Muiracataira)
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS: Light rose-brown to yellowish-brown heartwood turning dark red when exposed to
sunlight, very distinct from the outer layers, which are lighter in color. Light graining, average texture, moderate brilliance, no aroma and slightly sour taste.
DENSITY: Heavy wood with a density of 930 kg/m3 at 12% moisture content and green density of 1,200 kg/m3.
DRYING: Air dries easily, not showing defects. In the kiln, drying is very quick, with a moderate tendency for large
cracking, in drying program 3
WORKABILITY: Easy to sand and drill, easy to turn and average planning. Good for sawing, laminating, gluing and
screwing. Receives excellent finish, allowing for a very polished surface.
DURABILITY: Very durable, impervious from insect or dry wood termite attack.
TREATMENT: Heartwood not treatable with CCA-A, even under pressure.
(CONTINUED PAGE 9)
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The 2011 Captain Ed Day Award Recipient
The Florida Marine Contractor’s Association selected the recipient of the coveted Captain Ed Day award at a recent BOD meeting. The
award was created after the loss of our Founding Executive Director “Captain Ed” who died of Renal Cancer. The award is given annually
to the member of your Florida Marine Contractor’s Association that has shown outstanding leadership and hard work in promoting the
goals of the FMCA.
This year John Loftis of Loftis Marine Division was selected to receive this most honorable award. John has been a marine contractor for
13 years and doing marine construction for 18 years with his work 50% being residential & 50% being commercial. For the last 4 years he
has dealt heavily with regulatory permitting with the focus primarily on Marina Permitting & Bottom Leases.
John has been a member of the FMCA for approximately 6 years and on the board
for 5 of them and 2 of those years as V.P. and 2 years as President. John currently
serves as past President.
John participated with other FMCA members at the state level in the creation of the
Florida Marine Contractor's License, Creation of the Chapters, many DEP rule
changes and in enhancing relationships with the various regulatory agencies.
As President, John worked with the Board on the internal restructuring of the organization to include severe budgeting reductions, reducing our accounts payables by
utilizing free online services and eliminating paid staff positions and creating
a board run association for the hard economical period that we are experiencing.
At the local Pensacola level John convinced Escambia County to adopt the state
marine contractor scope of what a Marine contractor is allowed to build. This
changed Dune Walkovers from General Contractors
ONLY building them to Marine Contractors being
allowed to build them as well. John was able to convince the local County to allow Marine Contractors to
build boat house roofs instead of requiring general contractors to build them. John convinced the local
County that they need to sit down to discuss with the local marine contractors some proposed rule
changes involving mean high water & riparian lines. John participated with the Treated Timber Council
organization in standing before the County and convincing them to not require every residential pier in a
certain region to use all concrete pilings on all docks.
Previous recipients of the Captain Ed Day Award were Kelly White, Lori Sousa and Rick Fender among
others.
Captain Ed worked feverishly during the first few years of the Florida Marine Contractor’s Association’s
existence toward accomplishing the goals of the FMCA. He died while still diligently working for the good of
the FMCA. Captain Ed had been a successful Marine Contractor in Marco Island prior to his retirement and
acceptance of the Executive Director position with your FMCA. He had an extensive career in the Navy
and was the captain of a destroyer during the Cuban Missile Crisis chasing Russian subs loaded with missiles away from Cuba. He attended the Navy War College and served as Assistant to Secretary Haig in the Nixon Administration.
The Board of Directors of the Florida Marine Contractor’s Association thanks John Loftis for his hard work for the Association and hereby
award him the Captain Ed Day Award.

(EXOTIC WOOD FROM PAGE 6)
USE: Interior and exterior construction, packaging, doors, luxury furniture, woodworking, flooring, musical instruments, decorative objects
and others.

Garapa (Brazilian Oak)
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS: Heavy wood; yellowish-beige heartwood, or slightly rose-colored rosy-brown, uniform; yellowish white differentiated outer layers, average texture, and irregular grain, brilliant surface and smooth to the
touch, no noticeable aroma or taste.
DENSITY: Garapa is extremely dense at 875 kg/m³
DRYING: Hard to air-dry. The drying process must be carefully monitored to avoid high incidence of defects. A drying
program may be obtained in Jankowsky (1990)
WORKABILITY: Brazilian Ash wood is easily worked as long as appropriate tooling is used due to the presence of silica, however, it glues up very well and allows for good finishes.
DURABILITY: Presents moderate resistance to fungus and high resistance to dry wood termites. In laboratory tests,
this hardwood was considered resistant to Glocophyllum trabem, Curious versicola and Poria monticola funguses. In field tests, with posts
in contact with the soil, this hardwood presented average lifespan of less than 9 years.
TREATMENT: It shows small permeability to treatment solutions when treated under pressure.
USE: Interior and exterior construction, packaging, doors, luxury furniture, woodworking, flooring, fencing, decorative
objects and others.

Brazilian Teak (Cumaru)
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS: Yellowish-brown heartwood, distinct from the light brown outer layers. Distinct growth
rings, average to light grain, dull finish with no perceptible aroma.
DENSITY: Heavy wood, with a density of 1,080 kg/m3 at 12% moisture content and green density of 1.280 kg/m3.
DRYING: Air drying is relatively slow. Fast kiln drying, presenting moderate tendency for bending on drying program 3.
(CONTINIUED PAGE 11)
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New Member Benefit from Your FMCA

Attention Southwest Florida marine contractors
by Ron Paluck, Shoreline Lumber , SWF Chapter Director

Need work? Check the Bids section of the Florida Marine Contractor’s Association web site at www.myfmca.org. Every week new
statewide marine construction bids are being posted and updated.
Your FMCA Officers and Board of Directors are always working for
our members to make marine contracting in Florida more lucrative.
If you wish to add bids to our list, send them to
rick.fender@myfmca.org.

Free MYFMCA.ORG web showcase- Check the top of the home
page for the slide show. This benefit is reserved for contractors to
showcase their favorite projects. Send rick.fender@myfmca.org a
photo or 2 of your project and a brief description and we will have it
placed on the slide show.

I have been working with Lucy Blair at the Department of Environmental Protection -South District on a 2012 Workshop.
Below are some of the topics Lucy came up with and we need your
input. Please e-mail or call me if there are a few topics that would be
more helpful than others. (239) 267-6857 Ron.Paluck@myfmca.org
The meeting is planned for February 15th at 2PM.

• Online tools: Map Direct, Online ERP Help, Business Portal/Self
Certification
•
•
•

Lease Survey Checklist items
AP and non-AP single family dock criteria

What to expect in an enforcement case
Mitigation options: Credits, Conservation Easements, etc. vs Public
Interest

Discussion of an Army Corp SAJ permit expiring in Lee County and the
City of Cape Coral has been going around. We need more input from
the members and ideas to address it before it is too late.
Happy New Year!

NEW MEMBERS
Hydraulic Power Systems
712 US Highway 1
Suite 301-24
N Palm Beach, FL 33408
Kurt Winters, 4hpsi@comcast.net
561-841-3478
www.4psi.com

MARINE CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY DIVISION

•

Decking & Framing tools

•

Stainless & Galvanized
Bolts and rods

•

Simpson Buckets &
Connectors
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•

Muro and QuickDrive

•

Tie rods

Located in Jacksonville, Melbourne,
Tampa, Sarasota, and
Tallahassee.

Further information
call Nick Wyman or

(CENTRAL CHAPTER UPDATE FROM PAGE 3)

I enlisted Kelly White of Kelly White & Associates Insurance, LLC who is my insurance agent as well as the Second Vice President of your Florida Marine Contractor’s Association, to clarify this issue and convince the City to require this coverage.
The following is an excerpt from the emails between NCCI Holdings, Inc.’s Regulatory Assurance professional Veruschka Zachtshinsky and
Kelly WhiteDear Lori Lovgren, I need some assistance if possible. I have an insured that is having a difficult time understanding why he is required to carry the 6006F class code for his work and he is losing jobs to other marine contractors insured under 5403 with no F loading or even 8227. Rick Fender has been contacting the various municipalities to discuss the 6006F code prior to bid due dates and
continues to run into a brick wall. He has requested that I forward the below job description to NCCI for a determination as to what
code he would need for that job. He feels he may be the one using the incorrect code. Kelly White
Hello Kelly, I am responding to your email on behalf of Lori. In reviewing the insured’s website and the job description provided in
your email, it appears Code 6006F is the appropriate class code. In Florida, Code 6006F is an all-inclusive code applicable to marine
construction such as marine pile driving, dock & seawall, jetty or breakwater, and dike or revetment construction. Code 8227 can be
assigned to a permanent yard maintained by the insured for the storage of material or the storage and maintenance of equipment
since Code 6006F is a construction code. Veruschka Zachtshinsky
To: Veruschka Zachtshinsky-What if “all” of the work is on non-navigable water? Kelly White, CRIS
Hi Kelly, In Florida, there doesn’t appear to be a distinction. I’ve attached Circular FL-2006-04, which announced the approval of Item
04-FL-2005. This filing discontinued national Code 6003—Pile Driving and Code 6005—Jetty or Breakwater Construction—All Operations to Completion & Drivers. These codes were replaced with state-special Code 6004—Land Pile Driving and Code 6006F.
Veruschka Zachtshinsky
Further, Kelly has explained below how the USL&H benefits apply and where the State Act Workers Compensation applies.

Insured’s working on Navigable and Non-Navigable waters are required to insure under the same workers compensation code 6006F which
includes the USL&H load. The code is combined to include USL&H as well as State Act. Therefore, if an employee is working on nonnavigable waters during all of their employment, then the WC company would settle the claim as a State Act exposure. At that point there would
not be any jurisdiction for the Federal requirements and the exemptions would technically be sufficient.
If however, that same company worked on Non-navigable and navigable waterways, the WC company would have to determine how much time
was dedicated to what would be considered subject to USL&H and how much for State Act. This situation could go either way depending on
various circumstances. If it was determined that the exposure was USL&H then an exemption would not be sufficient, if the worker was an
owner of the company that had the exposure.
The really difficult part of determining who is and isn’t subject to USL&H claims settlement is because every company has different areas they
work in. There are inland lakes that are considered navigable due to being connected by locks or tributaries or quite possibly commercial commerce (boat rental facilities). The chances of having a company work only on retention ponds and land locked lakes in Florida is in the low percentages at best. However the staff the insured has maybe assigned duties that do not make them subject to the USL&H so again the claim
would be settled as State Act.
Please find the attached 6006F Scope sheet that gives you more information regarding the coverage you are paying for. I hope this helps all of
my fellow legitimate marine contractors in the battle to comply with the law and make an honest dollar.

(EXOTIC WOOD FROM PAGE 9)
WORKABILITY: Resistant to fungus, insects and marine borers. When used as railroad ties in well-drained applications, it has a lifespan of 8
years.
DURABILITY: Highly resistant to termites and fungus.
TREATMENT: Heartwood is not treatable with CCA nor creosote, even under pressure.
USE: Interior and exterior construction, flooring, decorative laminations, frames, turnings, decks, and others.
Courtesy of Arti-Plac Wood USA LLC
Producer and Importer of exotic wood flooring and decking
WWW.ARTIPLACWOOD.COM
8750 Exchange Dr, Orlando FL 32809
Office:321-206-9501 Fax:321-251-5452
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FMCA
c/o Kelly White & Associates Insurance, LLC
P.O. Box 6340
Jacksonville, FL 32236

Waterfront Purchasing Policies Save Money
Something which may ‘fly-under-the-radar’, in discussions on
clean water, are company “purchasing policies”. Aside from an
open commitment to environmental management, the single
most telling ingredient in a sound environmental management
system (EMS) is the criteria used to purchase products and
equipment – and, in the world of clean water, the single most
telling ingredient in choosing ‘sustainable’ products and equipment is historical evidence. Company size and budget is not
important. Small and large companies are on equal footing. Cost
benefits and quality control are paramount, whether you buy one
item or a truck load.
When you outline your need (your emergency, your water
body) there may continue to be specific applications which
change product effectiveness. Design specifications, testing
criteria and construction practices, which are used to justify long
term costs, may become meaningless in the light of warranty
compliance. If the product and application do not perform, cost
differences cannot be justified.
Unfortunately and too often there is a rush to comply (“just
make sure I am in compliance, and it the cost is low”). The mantra of ‘efficiency equals sustainability’ is overtaken cost factors
alone.
Good news, reviewing product history is the least expensive,
most productive part of product review. Cream will rise to the
top. If ‘the product does what it says it does”, there is good likeli-

hood the manufacturer is an industry leader and maintains excellent customer service procedures. You can feel secure in projecting long term
costs and conforming to management standards.
By example, consider a set of waterfront building specifications which
must perform under extreme wind loads (i.e. covered docks, boathouse,
drystack building). A total ‘sustainable’ project package comes into play.
The engineering and design ‘modeling’ conform to wind loads. Product
‘testing’ exceeds specification, and contractors install the structure using
‘best management practices’. At the end of the day, the structure may
still fail. Here are some red flags which help prevent problems:
1. Testing protocols are expensive, and many manufacturers do not
maintain adequate quality control procedures. Does the manufacturer outline performance specs and extend warranties?
2. Are warranties adapted from components and materials rather than
from the actual application? It is of no use to have 30 year warranty
on a product attached with a fastener which will fail in one year.
3. Are excuses made for past failures? Are previous projects, products
and applications ‘still standing’?
In summary -- Internal reporting on product performance is the least expensive procedure e for your business and your customer satisfaction.

The TECHBlue Center is an independent, non-profit think-tank for waterfront professionals. If you are interested in contributing data, templates,
example practices, comments or suggestions to the TECHBlue Library
(www.cleanwaterfront.net), contact Dale Gilbert at
dale@cleanwaterfront.net

